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Folding from Paper to Pasta
An interview with artists/mathematicians  
Erik and Martin Demaine

Perry Price: Why paper folding? How did  
you begin?

Erik Demaine: I got interested in origami 

through mathematics, which is unusual. I 

was a budding mathematician, and I needed 

some hard problems to solve. This brand new 

world of origami mathematics was just getting 

started, and we latched onto it because it 

sounded like fun. Then we started to learn 

about the whole world of origami as sculpture 

as we pursued it from a mathematical 

perspective.

Martin Demaine: What’s exciting to me is that 

Erik has come to this from a mathematical 

background, and I came to it more from a 

visual arts background, and it seemed like the 

perfect meeting place for the two of us to 

play together because it can incorporate both 

math and art at the same time.

PP: Have you avoided the assumptions of 
traditional paper folding?

ED: We break a lot of the standard origami 

rules, and the standard approach to origami, 

I would say. One of the big differences is 

representational verses, what is the other side, 

abstract?

MD: Some people would say representational 

and geometric, but there are really these 

abstract blends of both that we think is 

actually more pure. What’s interesting is that 

the “traditional” origami rules are very new. 

This “no cutting, no gluing, one square piece 

of paper” doesn’t come from Japan, it comes 

from the US. To make it more challenging 

these rules were added. So we run the entire 

gamut. At times we’ll follow the rules to see 

what’s possible and then at other times we’ll 

explore it from its basic roots, which date 

back to the eighteenth century.

PP: For someone who doesn’t look at origami 
and see mathematics, how would you 
describe the math behind it?

ED: If you want to make very lifelike 

representational designs and you want to fold 

that out of one square piece of paper, there 

is a mathematical theory for how to reserve 

different parts of the paper and how they can 

be arranged so that they can come together 

in the right structure.

MD: We don’t just use mathematics; we’re 

trying to understand some mathematical 

problems through paper folding. We do it by 

models or experimentation, but there is this 

artistic sense of trying to make or capture 

nice forms at the same time.

PP: Is there a balance between what one 
might oversimplify as right-brain/left-brain 
thinking in origami?

ED: They both play a big role, and that’s why I 

think we get a lot of enjoyment from it. We get 

to simultaneously explore the mathematics 

and the sculpture and the interplay between 

both. And to be a really good sculptor or 

mathematician in origami you have to know 

the other side.

MD: There is a moment when you’re creating 

something that when it works, when it’s 

visually beautiful, when it solves this 

mathematical question, or gives an answer 

there is this feeling of satisfaction. Those are 

the moments as an artist-slash-mathematician 

or vice versa that you live for. You don’t always 

know why you’re doing something but at the 

end you get that ecstatic feeling.

Mens et Manus, an exhibition of complex folded paper sculptures by MIT staff, students, 

faculty, and alumni, opens on February 4 and is on view through April 29. Fuller Craft’s 

Assistant Curator Perry Price spoke with artists and MIT faculty members Erik and 

Martin Demaine about their work.
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PP: Can you recall a breakthrough moment where a problem 
seemed to come into focus?

ED: One example is a piece made from folding 

concentric squares on a diagonal that 

forms a saddle shape. We’ve folded 

thousands of these, and we always 

thought we weren’t quite doing 

it perfectly. Two years ago we 

discovered that this model in fact 

doesn’t exist, that mathematically 

it is impossible to fold a piece of 

paper this way. Either it stretches so 

that the creases are rounded or what I 

think is happening is that there are extra 

creases being introduced.

MD: This doesn’t exist yet it is a very natural form. 

This led to discovering how it can be folded, and 

that has potential architectural applications. This is 

over an eleven-year period of looking at one shape 

and trying to understand it.

PP: Is there anything you are exploring now 
that has you stumped?

MD: Erik mentioned the saddle-shaped 

model of concentric square folds that 

doesn’t exist. We are trying to prove and are 

convinced that we can show that a circular 

one does exist.

ED: All of the sculptures we are making now we 

think exist, but mathematically it is conceivable 

they don’t.

MD: Can I mention the pasta project? There are 500 

different kinds of pasta, and it is taken very seriously in 

Italy. The last new design for pasta was attempted in the 

late 70s-early 80s by the guy who designed the DeLorean 

automobile. He made a series of pastas and sent them to Italy to be 

tested, and they all failed. Either they didn’t take sauce well or they didn’t cook 

evenly, and there haven’t been any new attempts since then that we are aware of. I’m 

hopeful that some of these folded structures in paper will lead to new pasta designs as well. You 

were asking for applications, this would be a tasty one. n
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